Abstract� Symmetry detection was investigated for static and dynamic noise targets consisting of a field of ~ 0.3 million random dots on which was imposed a bilateral symmetry. The minimum duration for detection was 40 ms for static and 80 ms for dynamic symmetry. The exponents of the psychometric functions averaged about 4 for both static and dynamic tasks, as opposed to the value of 1 expected for such suprathreshold tasks, implying that there is some neural mechanism performing full temporal integration of the symmetry information up to durations of a second or more. Static symmetry was perceivable when information around the symmetry axis was masked up to 3 deg away from the symmetry axis, revealing extrafoveal symmetry detection in ~ 300 ms exposures. The static data were fitted with a model consisting of three mechanisms with Gaussian spatial profiles and mutual inhibition (two mechanisms were sufficient for the dynamic data). The profile of the widest mechanism was 20 times wider for static than for dynamic symmetry.
INTRODUCTION
Since the first experiments on human symmetry perception by Ernst Mach (1886), most studies have used complete geometric transforms of patterns as the stimulus for perception. For simple reflection symmetry, this approach implies that there is a single symmetry axis about which all the texture elements in the field are reflected; the distance between the pairs of reflected elements is thus directly proportional to their distance from the axis of symmetry (Fig. la) . This geometry is fundamentally different from that of translation symmetry, in which there is a constant distance between the pairs of repeated elements (Fig. lb) . The perception of translation symmetry was characterized by Tyler and Chang (1977) and found to show a regular decline with element distance compatible with an (inefficient) ideal observer analysis of the information available in the stimulus.
The difference in the distribution of pair distances for reflection vs translation symmetry has consequences for models of symmetry perception that involve any type of matching or correlation between pairs of texture elements. Julesz (1971) appreciated that the geometry of reflection symmetry, where all element-matching distances are present, implies that local contrast mechanisms (such as cortical receptive fields) would tend to be more strongly stimulated close to the symmetry axis than far away. He attempted to minimize this bias for fields of random-dot reflection symmetry by The pattern matching distance is constant throughout the pattern for translational symmetry. (c) An example of the random-dot reflection symmetry used in the study, which has a noise gap of t40 pixels (arrows) replacing the symmetric information around the axis of symmetry. (Reproduction has degraded resolution.) Observers found that symmetry was hard to detect when this image was viewed with fixation at the center for 1 s, becoming easier after about 2 s. Shifting the fixation from side to side in an attempt to fixate salient features did not improve performance.
